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THE DESIGNER

Federico D’Angelo was born in Milan on the 25th of September  1975. The grandchild of a dressmaker specializing in fur creations, Federico 
displayed a keen interest in fashion since an early age, and was often to be found playing with fabrics and fur trimmings in his grandmother’s  
workshop  or dreamily going through  designers clothing with her in the elegant boutiques of Milan’s city centre. 

Growing up in Milan during the late 1980’s and early 1990’s, when the city was establishing its pre eminence as  Prêt a Porter’s world Fashion 
capital, Federico spent his teenage years admiring and closely observing the work of designers such as Gianni Versace, Roberto Capucci and 
Gianfranco Ferre’, witnessing their global success, absorbing and learning the pursuit for beauty and elegance and its different expressions.

The designer started studying architecture at the Milan Polytechnic, to then move to London in 1997 to further his studies in architecture at 
the University of Westminster and at the Architectural Association. To combine his interest in Fashion and Architectural design he joined the 
London College of Fashion, where he started working on a self instigated interdisciplinary research project which allowed him to develop a 
thorough understanding of the design methodologies and techniques used by world renowned couture houses such as the house of Dior and 
John Galliano.

Federico started developing couture dresses in 2009, when he was commissioned to design a couture evening gown to be worn by the Curator 
for Maharajas, a major exhibition held at the Victoria and Albert Museum in the same year. Inspired by the emerald stones on display at the 
event he designed  an emerald green silk dress cut on a bias and embellished with a striking shoulder piece in silver and polished methacrylate 
tiles.  The success encountered by Federico’s Couture Gown led to the creation of more couture dresses for private clients, leading in 2011 to his 
first successful solo exhibition in London at the gallery Ultra Indigo, a show space housed inside Somerset House. 

Federico started his eponymous  Prêt a Porter label in August 2013. He subsequently moved to Copenhagen, where he continues to focus on one-
off couture pieces for  private clients, his Prêt a Porter label, and his most recent collaboration with the Scandinavia label MARGIT BRANDT 
DESIGN, the iconic Danish fashion house founded in 1965 by Margit and Erik Brandt, for KOPENGHAGEN FUR, the luxury brand and largest 
fur auction house in the world.
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THE BRAND - THE APPROACH

Federico started his eponymous  Prêt a Porter brand in August 2013. Drawing inspiration from the Eternal city of Rome, the designer chose 
the representation of Saint Michael and its strong historical cross faith symbolism as a protector and guardian to represent  his brand’s uncom-
promising approach to quality and craftsmanship and striking lines. As a result, D’Angelo’s Prêt a Porter collections and Couture dresses are 
developed by Federico and his team with great attention to details, and are entirely produced in Italy by expert and highly skilled Italian dress 
makers using the finest and most luxurious Italian fabrics and materials.

D’Angelo’s training as an architect is evident in his use of construction and his mastering of tailoring techniques. The designer creates iconic 
designs by concentrating on form, balance and structure and through the juxtaposition of surfaces and materials. Federico’s designs combine 
femininity and elegance, and are a careful compositional exercise as well as a display of sartorial excellence, with a strong emphasis on quality 
and craftsmanship and great attention to details. 
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FEDERICO D’ANGELO AW 15/16 - DIVERGING ENCAPSULATED
Federico D’Angelo’s A/W 15-16 Prêt a Porter collection “Diverging Encapsulated” is originally inspired by Diego Velasquez’s painting of Inno-
cent X and is the designers’ contemporary interpretation of beauty based on reflections on society in Papal Rome in circa 1650. 
The collection is divided into three lines: the Clergy, the Aristocracy and the Merchant. Each family has a distinctive and recognizable silhouette  
that sets it apart from the others. The three lines have been specifically designed to appeal different types of women and have been developed 
as independent compositional exercises.

The Merchant line has been developed to be “utilitarian”. It has a soft and feminine hour glass silhouette. The detailing is modest yet 
beautiful. The main color is dark chocolate brown. It is used throughout this line for coats, tailleurs and dresses. White appears on shirts 
and specific areas on the tops. The material palette for the merchant family is restricted to wool and cotton. They are used respectively for coats, 
dresses, tailleurs and shirts. The use of silk is restricted to tops and small details on dresses.  A hard wearing material such as leather is intro-
duced in key areas of all the pieces to give the garments a utilitarian feel in line with the inspiration.

The Aristocratic line by contrast has been designed for a woman who is not afraid to stand out in the crowd and wants to make a fashion state-
ment. It has more character and presents distinctive waist and shoulder lines throughout. Compared with the silhouette of the merchant 
line, this silhouette is more elongated at the front and more elegant, with collars extended upwards to frame the face.  The main color 
is dark purple. It is paired with white and used throughout this line for coats, tailleurs and dresses.  Luxurious wool and leather inserts appear 
in most pieces to give a feeling of luxury, while the use of silk is kept only for the tops.

The Clergy line can be described as more minimalistic. Its expression is more calm and composed. Its strength is to be found in the subtlety 
of the beautifully tailored silhouettes used for  tailleurs and coats, or the wide sleeves reminiscent of papal wear. Rather than with 
inserts, like in the aristocratic line, changes in materials are expressed as horizontal blocks. The main color for this line is dark burgundy red. It 
is paired with white and it is used throughout this line for coats, tailleurs and dresses. White silk organza and red leather appear in most 
pieces next  to red wool/cashmere. 

The three lines  are a display of sartorial excellence in line with Federico D’Angelo’s past Prêt a Porter collections and Iconic Couture 
dresses. They  combines elegance and femininity with distinctive silhouettes, tailored jackets and skirts, iconic coats,  and striking dresses.

MARGIT BRANDT by Federico D’Angelo for Kopenhagen Fur
Federico D’Angelo’s collaboration with MARGIT BRANDT DESIGN for KOPENHAGEN FUR brings together architectural motifs found in 
Danish Interiors and Furniture Design and Federico D’Angelo’s unique lines to create unique sculptural pieces that blur the boundary between 
Architecture and Fashion. Born out of Erik Brandt and Federico D’Angelo’s shared vision, the collaboration results in fur coats with distinctive 
volumes, strong character and striking lines.
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